AREA IV DIRECTOR
Bob Alban is our senior Area Director with his tenure in the
position starting 6 years ago! Thank you for your long service
to the community Bob, and thank you for letting me share a
little about you with our neighbors.
Bob was born and raised in Houston with family ties dating
back 5 generations to around the late 1870s! The first of his
ancestors to come to Houston was also the first Parks Commissioner of the city.
Bob has been a Candlelight resident for 13 years when he
moved to the community with his partner of 23 years; Jack
Barnett, from the Spring Valley area.
When I asked Bob what his hobbies are he didn't hesitate at all;
he's a big singer, but unlike you and I abuse the karaoke machine from time to time, Bob sings with the Houston Symphony
chorus! When he isn't dazzling symphony goers with his voice
he is entertaining partners at St Teresa’s where he is part of the
congregation. Without a doubt, Bob's favorite song is Carmina
Burana, you may not know the name but I promise you have
heard it. Bob is a self-professed "ham" so the energy of the
song speaks to him and lets him express more than just his
voice.

Bob says his favorite part of Candlelight Plaza is the Christmas
season and the decorations. He enjoys decorating his home and
will be the first to tell you the virtues of our Christmas power
bill lord and savor who goes by the letters L-E-D. These days
allergies prevent him from having a real Christmas tree his
family in the past would harvest their tree every year from
their family's property. When the "perfect" tree could not be
found they would make their own by taking one with an empty spot and drilling/wiring on branches from other trees.
Bob, like most of us, has taken to the COVID medication of
television and especially Disney+. While the show he enjoyed
the most has been the Mandalorian he is also a big fan of
Wanda Vision as well as other Marvel stories.
Bob's one message for neighbors and the community is to get
involved: "we could use the help!"

WHAT FREEZE?
Candlelight Plaza residents didn't let a little bit of frost slow down those front yards. The grass is coming back and so are the
Yards of the Month. Kicking off the season, let’s congratulate our winners from the four Candlelight Plaza zones. What’s that
dear reader? Your lawn didn't make it and youre not sure why? Well our Area Directors have a very decerning eye; put on those
gardening gloves, break out the potting soil, start cursing at that lawn mower which never seems to start and take next months
crown!
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With the Houston weather starting its all too short transition
into the swelter we all know and love, Candlelight Plaza is taking to the streets! As more of us put on our walking shoes or
air up the tires on the bike it's also a good time to think about a
few safety tips to keep our outings enjoyable.

Candlelight Plaza Board

Since Candlelight Plaza does not have sidewalks for a majority
of the area we find our soft squishy human selves sharing the
road with cars and trucks which can be very dangerous.
While it is the duty of the driver to watch the road and yield to
pedestrians there are some things everyone can do to make us
all a little safer.

Area Directors

Walk in the opposite direction of traffic and away from the
center of the road, this way you can see oncoming vehicles and
stay out of each other's way. Cross at crosswalks or intersections where drivers spend more attention looking around. If a
crosswalk is not available try to wait for a well-lit unobstructed
area so drives can see pedestrians. When at a crosswalk do not
assume a driver sees you and try to make eye contact before
crossing. During the day think of putting on a brighter color
outfit to be more visible to drivers, and at night try to have
something reflective or a light so that a driver might see you
better. Be on the lookout for cyclists as well, while they may be
less dangerous than cars they can be much quieter and a collision with one still has the potential to cause harm to both you
and the rider. Most importantly, try to be predictable and
aware of your surroundings, this goes for those walking, riding, or driving.
For those of us with pets on walks remember to keep them on a
leash and in control, even our good little boys and girls can get
startled at the worst possible time and respond unpredictably.
now is a good time to remind our children to look both ways
before crossing or going into the road, even in a cul-de-sac. It's
very easy to get caught up in a game of soccer or basketball
and find yourself in a dangerous place as you chase the ball.
It is also important to remember that cyclists are required to
follow all the same laws as cars and trucks on Texas public
roads, and yield to pedestrians.
In the end, we all must share the road in the neighborhood and
be aware of our surroundings for all of our safety.
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Pot-valor—noun
POT-val-uhr
Definition of Pot-valor
1: Boldness or courage resulting from alcoholic
drink
See if you can work our vocab word into a conversation today! (or enact it responsibly )
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COLORGRAM
That's right your eyes are not deceiving you, that Candlegram you know and love is now coming smack dab to
your eyeballs in COLOR! Given the success of the previous Christmas issues and the general improved look this
provides we have decided to start printing with all the
colors of the rainbow, or at least whatever the print shop
has on hand. While it has been in color on the website
in the past now there will be a bright vibrant copy with
your immaculate yards of the month and festive holiday
decorations waiting on your porch every month.

Ready to join Plaza Moms? We're a social
club that offers support and friendship
through events, online community, and services like meal trains to neighbors after having a baby, surgery or major life event. Just
email us at,
Plaza.Moms.Houston@gmail.com
To officially join!

Constable Dispatch (713) 755-7628
Non-HPD Emergency (713) 884-3131

APRIL / MAY 2021
Did you know?
SUNDAY
4

Noah Webster copyrighted the first edition of his dictionary in April ?

MONDAY
5

TUESDAY
6

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

7
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FRIDAY
9

10 Check for broken sprinklers,
and adjust

16

17
Weed and feed
lawns

23

24
Clean cycle the
Dishwasher

30

1

Trash
Pick Up
11

12
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18
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Junk/tree
Waste
Pickup

Trash &
Recycling

Ramadan
Starts at
Sundown
20

21

Trash
Pick Up
25

26

27
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Earth
Day
28

29

Trash &
Recycling
2
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Arbor
Day
5

Trash
Pick Up
TRASH & RECYCING REMINDER:

6

SATURDAY

7

Cinco De
Mayo

Organize the
Tupperware

8 Test GFI outlets
in kitchen, bath,
etc

No cul-de-sac parking on pickup days.

Total due by check
Civic Club Dues $50.00
Constable Program $262.25
Total Due by PayPal
Civic Club Dues $51.75
Constable Program $270.15

